Tess Daly has continued her partnership with fabric and wallpaper specialist Clarke & Clarke
to update her collection of glamorous bedlinen, cushions and throws. Inspired by Tess’s
flair for luxurious design, this range introduces two new lines to the Tess Daly Home Collection.
Phoebe’s iconic art deco look is recoloured in a decadent Midnight colourway, whilst the
brand-new design, Zebra, is a sumptuously subtle cotton jacquard. Alongside these newcomers,
a range of luxurious velvet and metallic knitted throws have been designed to be layered upon
beautiful coordinating bedlinen.
Designing my own range of bedlinen continues to be a fabulous adventure.
I have loved developing this collection with Clarke & Clarke and I am thrilled to
see it grow. I have a heartfelt belief that the home should be a beautiful sanctuary for rest,
recuperation and that all important me-time! The sense of luxury which runs all the way
through this collection was the guiding light behind the updated looks for Spring/Summer
2021. I can’t wait to see the range bring a touch of cosy glamour to your home.
Tess
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Above top to bottom: Knitted Stripe cushion, Splatter Foil Print cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight, Sequin cushion gold,
Greek Key cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion blush, Knit throw gold, Phoebe Boudoir cushion midnight.

ZEBRA
Add a touch of glamour to your bedroom with this sumptuous cotton jacquard. This fresh
white bedlinen is finished with a sophisticated oxford edge. Style with the tasseled knitted
stripe cushion and faux Mongolian cushion in blush for a cosy feel.

Left top to bottom : Amber pillowcases, Zebra bedlinen, Faux Mongolian cushion blush, Splatter Foil Print
cushion, Sequin cushion rose gold, Knitted Stripe cushion, Knit throw gold Above top to bottom : Knitted
Stripe cushion, Diamond Knit cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight, Sequin cushion rose gold,
Knit throw gold, Diamond Knit throw, Splatter Foil print cushion, Sequin cushion gold.

PHOEBE MIDNIGHT
Phoebe is reimagined in a decadent midnight colourway for an inspired art-deco look.
The labyrinth pattern of gold embroidery works its way across this glamorous satin
bedlinen, complete with sequin detailing. Add to the 1920s look with beautiful bolster
cushions and coordinating Phoebe boudoir cushion in the same deep midnight colourway.

Above top to bottom: Sequin cushion gold, Greek Key cushion, Geometric Velvet throw midnight, Phoebe
Boudoir cushion midnight, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight, Knit throw gold.

Above left to right : Sequin cushion gold, Phoebe bedlinen midnight, Geometric Velvet throw midnight, Bolster cushion gold, Greek Key cushion,
Phoebe Boudoir cushion midnight, Knit throw gold, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight.

TOPAZ
A geometric jacquard comprised of intricate tessellated shapes. Topaz midnight adds a
stylish edge to your bedroom.

Left top to bottom : Topaz bed linen, Greek Key cushion, Sequined cushion gold, Faux Mongolian cushion
midnight, Knit throw gold Above top to bottom : Greek Key cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight,
Sequined cushion gold, Geometric Velvet throw midnight, Phoebe cushion midnight.

QUARTZ
Quartz bedlinen provides a contemporary update to your interior. For an extra touch of
luxury, layer up with the Geometric velvet throw and accompanying Hexagon and Metallic
Stripe cushions.

Above left to right: Faux Mongolian cushion midnight, Metallic Stripe boudoir, Geometric Velvet throw
midnight & duckegg, Hexagon cushion navy, Hexagon boudoir cushion white.

Above top to bottom : Quartz bedlinen, Hexagon cushion navy, Metallic Stripe boudoir, Hexagon boudoir cushion white, Geometric Velvet throw
midnight and duckegg, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight.

LUX
Create a statement with this luxurious woven bedlinen. Paired with the complementing
metallic throw and cushion accessories, this bedroom update oozes indulgence.

Above left to right: Knit Leopard cushion, Lux bedlinen, Phoebe boudoir cushion champagne, Zebra boudoir cushion, Splatter Foil print cushion,
Knit throw rose gold.

Above left to right: Splatter Foil print cushion, Knit throw gold, Bolster cushion mink, Diamante Trim boudoir, Phoebe boudoir cushion champagne,
Shimmer Sequin cushion.

Amber
This fresh white Amber bedlinen is framed with an opulent embroidered oxford edge. It is
the perfect way to add a touch glamour to your bedroom.

Above left to right: Diamond Knit cushion, Amber bedlinen, Faux Mongolian cushion blush, Sequin cushion rose gold, Shimmer Sequin cushion,
Love boudoir cushion, Diamond Knit throw, Knit throw rose gold Left left to right: Knit Leopard cushion, Knit throw rose gold, Knit throw gold, Sequin
cushion rose gold, Zebra boudoir cushion, Love boudoir cushion.

PHOEBE BLUSH
Add a touch of 1920’s glamour to your home. This lustrous blush embroidered design with
intricate sequin detailing provides an art deco touch to your interior.

Cushions left to right: Diamond Knit cushion and throw, Diamante Trim boudoir cushion, Knit throw rose gold Right left to right: Bolster
cushion mink, Phoebe bedlinen blush, Diamond Knit cushion, Phoebe boudoir cushion blush, Sequin cushion rose gold, Diamante Trim
boudoir cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion blush, Knit throw rose gold, Diamond Knit throw.

Above left to right: Geometric Velvet throw midnight, Sequin cushion rose gold, Greek Key cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion midnight & blush,
Splatter Foil Print cushion, Phoebe Boudoir cushion midnight, Sequin cushion gold.

Above top to bottom: Splatter Foil print cushion, Knit throw gold, Knitted Stripe cushion, Faux Mongolian cushion blush, Sequin cushion rose gold,
Geometric Velvet throw midnight, Phoebe Boudoir cushion midnight.
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